
 

 

      

      

           

         

  

1927-29 Ken-Wel 632 Lou Gehrig endorsed zipper-back basemitt.  Of the 
few, half dozen or so, examples that have been found, this is the only Gehrig 
zipper-back dating to the 1920’s.  The model first appeared in Ken-Wel’s 
1927 catalog, a monumental year for Gehrig and the Yankees.  It sports the 
company’s older “Gloversville, NY” patch compared to the “Utica, NY” 
patches of its brethren.  The company moved locations in 1930, easily 
marking the decade change based on manufacturing location.  Furthermore, 
the pattern of the earlier 1920’s models were different than the flatter, 
pancake examples produced in the 1930’s.  Other variations making this 
early example singularly unique include black rolled leather piping, 
centering of the signature stampings and a loop finger adjustment.   
 
The mitt is completely original with supple leather and clear stampings.  
Simply put, not only the best Gehrig, but perhaps the best endorsed glove in 
the hobby.  Take away the endorsement, its distinctive features are a work 
of art that easily ranks the piece as one of the most desired artifacts of 
vintage baseball equipment to have survived.   
 
Open to Offers 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/lou-gehrig-ken-wel-632-zipper-back-1-front-jerry.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/lou-gehrig-ken-wel-632-zipper-back-1-back-jerry.jpg.php


 

 

      

                                       

           

         

  

The Babe endorsed Draper Maynard gloves, specifically the G41, from 1921 to 1927.  He didn't only endorse them, he actually used 
white G41's during the most productive years of his career.  The accompanying photo shows Babe with his trusted white "Lucky Dog" 
at his side.  While the Ken-Wel Lou Gehrig zipper-back may be the most desired glove in the hobby, this G41 model is a close second 
on the want lists of numerous collectors.  Though the signature stamping on this example is very faint and only legible at certain 
angles, the model number is completely legible confirming it’s the real deal.  Supple leather throughout and a near perfect lining is as 
good as it gets.  Once slipped on, it feels like it was never used and, remarkably, you can read every letter of the "Genuine Horsehide" 
stampings on the inner palm.  Furthermore, both the D&M button and the Lucky Dog patch are in outstanding condition.  This is a 
tough and desirable glove in any condition and only light signature stampings keep it from approaching a five figure price 
tag…….…..……………………………………………………….…………………………………………$1,700 or Trades Considered 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/babe-ruth-dm-g41-righty-front.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/babe-ruth-dm-g41-righty-back.jpg.php
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCNO8oe79lcYCFcgIrAodvGgA3Q&url=http://www.ebay.tv/sch/Vintage-Sports-Memorabilia-/50123/i.html?_sop%3D22%26_nkw%3Dbabe%2Bruth%2Bglove%26_frs%3D1&ei=5gOBVdOxMMiRsAW80YHoDQ&psig=AFQjCNFVpwUzxi7s1xHi0UsLTRZXIVr81Q&ust=1434604874022318


 

 

             

               

             

  
This is an early 1900’s buckle web buckle back crescent glove.  It measures 8.5” tall and 8” wide.  This example is in great condition.  
The lining feels nice on the hand with no rips or tears up inside.  The buckle web has been repaired with what looks to be leather glue 
or adhesive.  The glove is sturdy and solid with a nicely pronounced crescent pad.  It has a very small hole right at the rolled leather 
piping where the lining connects to the piping but has no bearing on the feel of the glove.   No manufacturer stampings are 
present……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....$1,350 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/buckle-web-crescent-front.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/buckle-web-crescent-back.jpg.php


 

 

                

        

This Ty Cobb Stall & Dean full web may well be the oldest 
known Ty Cobb endorsed glove in the hobby. The Cobb 
endorsement started showing up in Stall & Dean catalogs in 
1912.  This is model 814 and doesn’t appear in any catalogs we 
have that are known in the hobby.  Most Stall & Dean model 
numbers are four digits and often begin with a zero.  This one 
does not.  Although not in perfect condition, the stampings as 
well as the endorsement are second to none and it does have a 
black Stall & Dean tag.  You can read every letter in the palm, 
which is rare for Stall & Dean gloves known for their light 
stampings.  It has been many years since any Ty Cobb glove has 
come to market and may be the last for a while as Cobb gloves 
don’t often leave advanced collections…...………Open to Offers 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/Ty+Cobb+Stall+Dean+Front+Mike.JPG.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/Ty+Cobb+Stall+Dean+Back+Mike.JPG.php


 

 

              

                                           

  1940’s Ripon 42 Ambidextrous & Corresponding Catalog 

Well maintained and conditioned ambidextrous glove from the 1940’s.  The leather is supple and the stampings retain 
some of the original silver.  Faded ink on the base of the front and back strap.  Lacing through fingers has been replaced.  
It comes with the catalog that pictures the model………………………………………………………………………..$750 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

        

             

  

This c. 1890’s A.J. Reach webless crescent has it all.  It features tight seams and stitching throughout.  The asbestos lining feels great 
up inside with no exceptions to note other than a minor lining separation at the heel.  It measures 9.25” tall by 8” wide.  The is an 
extremely rare and desirable Reach glove with the seldom seen horizontal tag..…………………………………..………………$5,000 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/


 

 

      

 

            

         

c. 1900  Victor Crescent Catchers Mitt 

A turn of the century Victor crescent pad catchers mitt.  White leather front and two tone back in flawless condition.  
The rolled leather binding on the perimeter and wrist opening is pristine.  The mitt features the trademark Victor laced 
heel and intricate buckle web patented in 1894 and 1895 respectively. The only markings on the face are the very faint 
logo which looks to be V____R and the remnant of a stamped oval that contained patent info but has faded away. The 
mitt is large, very sturdy, well made and measures 10 1/2" in diameter. The interior is flawless and feels great on the 
hand. The mitt is all original and display very little wear and tear.  It is one of the finest examples out 
there………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....$1,100 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

 

 

 

c. 1935 D&M PG5 Playground Model Three Finger 

This is a 1935 D&M PG5 Playground Model.  It’s in fantastic condition.  The exterior leather is smooth and supple.  
The inside lining feels great.  It features a near perfect D&M cloth patch.  The stampings are quite readable except for 
the model number.  This model doesn’t have an endorsement like the catalog picture.  The right side heel says 
Approved by the Rules Committee………………………………………………………………………...Open to Offers 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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